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carried the day. Bruening's appeal was refused and the refusal
was followed by Hugenberg's.*
The unhappy chancellor was now caught in a pit less of his
own than the privy council's digging. A contest was now inevit-
able and where were the constitutionalists to find a candidate?
There was no alternative; Hindenburg must stand again; he
was the only man who could defeat Hitler. But he must not be
allowed to stand unless victory was at least 75 per cent certain.
That meant that he must depend on the votes of the Socialists.
The situation was awkward^ but it had to be faced. It was awk-
ward more from the President's point of view than from that of
the Socialists. Once again the latter had no choice at all, nor had
they a candidate^ and as whatever happened it was certain that
a National Socialist candidate would poll more than a Social
Democrat, there was now some point in "toleration" for from
the democratic point of view a National Socialist president must
at all costs be avoided. It was more difficult to persuade the mar-
shal. He had been told that there would not be a contest and
he was highly indignant with everybody, with the parties, with
Hitler^ with his advisers; there had very clearly been extra-
ordinarily bad staff work somewhere. The risks of his candidature
were obvious, but they were on the whole very slight and there
was just the chance that a bluff might come off. The old marshal
would not announce himself as anybody's candidate, but as a
national symbol of unity; it was just conceivable that the Right
* There are two main versions with a good many minor variants of what
happened. The first is that Hitler cleverly said that Bruening must leave the
decision to Hugenberg, the leader of the Harzburg front. Hugenberg3 who did
not care what happened now3 saw a chance of humiliating somebody3 and
declared point-blank that as acceptance of the proposal would be equivalent
to supporting the regime he would not support the bill. Hitler thereupon
followed suit. The other alleges that Bruening on Schleicher's advice told
Hitler that he would have to retain the chancellorship till the international
issues were settled, but that then he would resign and recommend Hitler as
his successor. Hitler was inclined to agree, but was overruled by his party,
who insisted on making acceptance conditional on getting the chancellorship
as soon as the bill was passed. This Bruening refused. The former appears to
be nearer the truth than the latter, although the touch of asking Hitler to
wait a little is characteristic of Schleicher. It is in any case obvious that Hitler
was definitely offered admission to the cabinet. It may be pointed out that an
offer to Hitler was not so much the offer of a post to himself as of one to his
nominee.

